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Labor Shortage? Here’s What You Can Do

B

efore the pandemic struck, manufacturers were already experiencing a skilled labor shortage.
According to a pre-pandemic
Workforce Institute at UKG survey,
38 percent of manufacturers had difficulty finding candidates with the
right skills. That number has since
jumped to 54 percent, leaving manufacturers perplexed about how to
address the issue.

Defining the Problem
Several factors have converged to
create a manufacturing labor mess.
Aging workforce: Nearly a quarter of the manufacturing workforce
is 55 or older. As baby boomers
retire, the skilled labor shortage will
only increase.
Attracting younger workers is difficult. Survey respondents indicated
that negative industry perceptions
are impacting their ability to recruit
Millennials and Gen Zs.
Competition: Competition for
skilled labor is tight. A third of survey respondents report trouble competing with other manufacturers,
and a quarter say they are having
difficulty competing for talent with
employers in other industries. Some
suggest that stagnant manufacturing
wages are contributing to this problem.
Turnover: The “great resignation”
is affecting manufacturing just as it’s
affecting other industries. Fifty-nine
percent of manufacturing survey
respondents experienced higher-

ing major dents in manufacturers’
bottom lines: The Workforce Institute
manufacturing survey respondents
reported productivity losses and
increased costs due to overtime pay,
employee burnout, turnover, and
recruiting.

than-normal turnover between
March 2020 and March 2021.
Research indicates that workers
tend to leave their jobs after a life
event that causes them to consider
their job satisfaction. It’s no surprise
that the pandemic caused everyone
to reassess at once. The latest PwC
US Pulse Survey indicates that 65
percent of employees—across all
industries—are looking for a new job.
Together, these obstacles are creat-

Addressing the Problem
Manufacturers have always been
innovative when it comes to fixing
problems, but the current labor shortContinued on page 3
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Word to the Wise

Lease Accounting Standards: Lessons Learned

F

or privately held companies with
lease expenses, the pandemic provided a one-year reprieve from implementing the Financial Accounting
Standards Board’s (FASB) Accounting
Standards Codification (ASC) Topic
842, Leases.
This new lease accounting standard took effect for public companies
in 2019 and was supposed to take
effect for nonpublic entities for fiscal
years beginning after 2020. Due to the
pandemic, it now takes effect for nonpublic companies for fiscal years
beginning after Dec. 15, 2021 and for
interim periods within fiscal years
beginning after Dec. 15, 2022.

Implementation Challenges
Public company implementation
has uncovered many challenges—beneficial lessons for private entities as
they prepare to adopt the new standard. You may have already prepared
to tackle these issues; if not, here are
some lessons learned:
Locate your leases. Tracking your
company’s leases takes time. Your
team needs to determine what your
company owns and what it leases,
from cars to water coolers. Gathering
the many leases and extracting the
relevant numbers from each can be
burdensome.
Dig in. Not all leases are straightforward, and because they aren’t standardized, leases need to be individually reviewed for the required data.
Public company accounting departments found that many leases didn’t
contain the information needed to
comply with the new standard, so
even more effort was required to get
full documentation.
Accounting needs cooperation.
Your accounting team needs the help
of your real estate, IT, legal, operations, and other departments to identify all the leases, gather documents,
and answer questions. Yes, everyone
is busy, but accounting can’t do this
alone. A company-wide commitment
is required to prepare for implementa-
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tion, especially where data is siloed.
You’ll need software. It’s likely
that spreadsheets won’t cut it for this
job. If you haven’t already chosen
lease accounting software, you’ll need
time to choose the right one and manage installation.
This is a project. It’s wise to treat
implementing ASC 842 as you would
any other significant endeavor. You’ll
need a project leader, a stepped implementation plan, a timeline, and policies and procedures to get this done.
If your lease situation is especially
complicated or your staff isn’t capable,
consider hiring an outside project
manager with experience in gathering
and assessing lease portfolios and
developing and executing an implementation plan.
It won’t be smooth. Of course,
things won’t go perfectly, regardless
of how well you plan. Be prepared to
find surprises and encounter delays.
For example, you might uncover a few
“embedded leases,” or agreements
that are not clearly identified as leases
but may include “arrangements that
contain a lease,” as defined by the
FASB. Expect the unexpected.

Continuing Compliance
Getting your lease accounting
ready to implement ASC 842 the first
time will be daunting. There’s physical work to be done, but you’ll also be
making policy decisions and calculations that require strategic, long-term
thinking.
Also, keep in mind any “pandemic
effects” relative to your leases. As
work arrangements evolve, you might
be leasing less office space, consolidating warehouse space, or leasing more
equipment on behalf of remote
employees.
Remember, you’ll need to continue
to track contracts and comply with the
standard moving forward. Your project team must put processes and controls in place to monitor new leases
and add them to your centralized
database. This will require training
and reminders from the accounting
staff and committed cooperation from
other groups.
Let us share ASC 842 implementation experience with you. Contact us today to set up
a time to review your plan.
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age requires even more out-of-the-box
thinking. Here are some ideas to find
new hires, upskill your current workforce, and onboard new employees:
Alternative talent pools: Some
employers are turning to untapped
or untraditional sources for talent.
For example, 62 percent of Workforce Institute survey respondents
are actively seeking workers with
disabilities or special needs, 56 percent are talking to retirees, and 52
percent are working with “second
chance” prospects who were previously incarcerated or have a criminal
history. (Some states and municipalities offer incentives to companies hiring “second chance” employees.)
Now that US borders are more
open, some manufacturers are also
back to hiring temporary, non-immigrant H-1B foreign visa workers for
certain high-tech engineering jobs.
However, the numbers allowed on
these visas are very limited.
Upskilling: There’s no question
about manufacturing’s need for more
and different types of training. A
2020 Manufacturing Institute training survey showed that 75 percent of
industrial companies identified
workforce reskilling as important or
very important, but only 10 percent
felt ready to address their own
reskilling needs.
When it comes to training,
employers are understandably impatient about years-long credentialling
programs and apprenticeships. While
entry-level workers don’t require
much training, semi-skilled and
highly skilled jobs demand at least
several months if not years of
advanced education and hands-on
skill building.
Progressive manufacturers must
take a long view. Training yields
results, but a good training program
takes time to build and implement.
You might want internal, personalized training for specific employee
groups. Or you might be better
served by an outsourced program

that provides cycles of training for
the whole shop. Either way, hiring a
full- or part-time training coordinator can make a big difference in getting these initiatives launched.
Likewise, consider apprenticeships. Apprenticeships are productive and available, but they are waning in manufacturing, while
apprenticeships in other industries,
such as construction, are on the rise.
Catching potential employees when
they are in or just out of high school
provides a long runway for skills
improvement and career training.
Finally, many community colleges
have excellent advanced training programs in manufacturing, but they
are expensive. It might make sense
for your company to underwrite
courses for your team. Investing in
the education of your workers—or
even potential workers—might pay
off for your business in the long run.
Experience improvement: The
pandemic starkly displayed the differences between manufacturing
“office” versus “line” workers. While
office workers could, in many cases,
work from home, line workers could
not. They had to show up to work in
person, in some cases risking their
own health.
Despite understanding the reality
of their job responsibilities, this difference in treatment and opportunity
was not well received by many line
workers. This difficult experience
may be contributing to the turnover
problem as workers seek better working conditions.
Making workers feel appreciated
goes a long way toward building loyalty. Take steps to show your employees that you value them, whether via
an investment in their education, better benefits, or more flexibility. Better
yet, ask them what they want in
terms of a better experience at work.
If you can meet their needs, do so.
Build a path: The future always
looks brighter when it’s illuminated.
If you can define a career path for
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your employees, built with their
expectations and desires, your workers will know they have new opportunities. They can look forward to
more challenges and further learning
and know that their continued commitment to your organization will
have rewards.

Think Competitively
What is the labor shortage costing
your business? Try to quantify the
impact to craft your mitigation strategy. Consider your costs related to
turnover, temporary help, and the
cost of your loss of business intelligence as older workers leave. What’s
the cost in terms of health and safety
when your workforce is stressed and
burned out?
Then consider what you can do to
better hire and retain employees.
What will set you apart from other
jobs, either in manufacturing or in
other sectors? Higher wages will
keep you competitive in one measure,
but that’s just a start. There may be
other incentives you can offer and
partnerships you can forge to get
your workforce trained and ready for
what’s ahead.
We are eager to help you position your team
for the future. Let’s brainstorm ideas to
address your labor issues.
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Beware of Sales and Use Tax Audit Triggers

M

anufacturers are often challenged to manage their sales and
use tax obligations across the various
jurisdictions in which they operate.
Collecting the right documentation
and applying tax exemptions can be
problematic, and keeping certificates
updated and accessible requires effort.
States that have lost tax revenue
due to the pandemic are eager to
recoup what they can, so it’s wise to
be aware of state tax rules and which
actions may trigger an audit. Simply
knowing where your company has
nexus and the economic thresholds
for each state can be confusing and
may change as a state’s sales and use
tax rules evolve.
What triggers a sales and use tax
audit? Here are some circumstances to
be aware of:
• Plea
se
tter
sle

• Plea
se
tter
sle
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Prior audit liabilities: Auditors
want to focus their time on audits
that will provide results. If your company has been audited in the past
and had significant deficiencies, state
auditors may assume your company
is careless or uninformed about sales
and use tax law. For this reason, you
are more likely to be audited again.
Note that each state has different
definitions of what constitutes a “significant” deficiency. Some make
these numbers public.
Late filings: Filing deadlines don’t
change, so if you have a history of
missing filing dates, auditors might
be paying closer attention to your
company. The same is true if your filings are “irregular,” meaning that
they fluctuate dramatically from
month to month or year to year.

Frequently filing
amended
returns is
another red flag.
Business closures or bankruptcy: Before
your company
moves—or
ceases to exist
altogether—
states want
their share of
what’s owed. Be
prepared for an
audit letter if you’re experiencing
this type of change.
In many states, even exempt sales
can create a tax liability. Talk with
your tax advisors to assess your
obligations.

This publication is distributed with the understanding that the author, publisher, and distributor are not rendering legal, accounting, tax, or other
professional advice or opinions on specific facts or matters and, accordingly, assume no liability whatsoever in connection with its use. The information
in this publication is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed
under the Internal Revenue Code or applicable state or local tax law provisions or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any
transaction or matter addressed in this publication. © 2021
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